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A true HF #1 detergent used in a two-step process to pre-treat road film, diesel soot and aluminum surfaces. Designed to use in
high-pressure two-step systems with a dilution ratio of 25:1. Road film and grime as well as diesel soot are removed without
brushing when used in conjunction with Largo #2 type detergent. #1 Acid Prep quickly brightens aluminum surfaces, neutralizes
completely with Largo #2 product and can be used with hot or cold water at high or low pressure.

A phosphoric/citric #1 detergent used in the two-step process to pre-treat road film, bugs, diesel soot and clean aluminum on
vehicle surfaces. #1A Acid Prep is completely safe on all surfaces. #1A Acid Prep was designed to use in high-pressure two step
systems with a dilution ratio of 25:1. When used in conjunction with any Largo #2 type detergent, road film, bugs, and diesel
soot are removed without brushing. #1A Prep brightens aluminum surfaces, neutralizes completely with Largo #2 product and
can be used with hot or cold water at high or low pressure.

Salt Buster safely removes and neutralizes road salt from snow plows, loaders, graders, dump trucks, transit vehicles, rolling
stock, buses, commercial and municipal vehicles and equipment. Salt Buster may be applied with low-pressure applicators on
pressure washer, undercarriage applicators or foaming device. Easy and simple to use.

ABX is a specially formulated blend of acids, wetting agents, inhibitors, and chelating agents designed to rapidly remove salt,
stains, soot and contaminates and brightens aluminum surfaces instantly. ABX rinses freely and dries streak-free. ABX may be
used with hot or cold-water application, with a dilution ratio of 50:1. ABX is an industrial-strength product and must be properly
used by trained personnel. Apply through pressure washer with a pump saving down stream injector, or use pump-up sprayer,
foaming device or through acid arches. Use protective clothing and face shields at all times when using this product. Uses:
Aluminum trailers, painted trailers, tankers, reefers, dump beds, fuel tanks, pontoons, and more.

ABX HF is the same as ABX 4450 with high foam.

ABX Extra is a Highly Concentrated Hydrofluoric Acid Solution for extra heavy duty brightening of aluminum tanks, vans, reefers,
livestock hauler and panels.  Extra care must be taken when using this concentrated product.  Only well trained and well-protected
personnel should use this product.  Hydrofluoric Acid solutions can be very dangerous and deadly if contact is made in
concentrated form to human tissue.  Please refer to the MSDS prior to considering this product and understand how this product
is intended to be diluted and used in the cleaning process.

An acidic blend enhanced with special wetting agents and emulsifiers used in two-step process, Trail Brite rapidly removes road
film, bugs and diesel soot and cleans aluminum surfaces on vehicles without brushing when used in conjunction with any Largo
#2 type of detergents. Quickly brightens aluminum. Designed to use in high-pressure systems with a dilution ratio of 25:1. Trail
Brite neutralizes completely with our #2 product. Uses: Aluminum trailers, painted trailers, tankers, reefers, dump beds, fuel
tanks, pontoons, and more.

Mirror Brite Polished Aluminum Maintainer is an exceptional product desinged to “maintain” that polished aluminum appearance
on wheels, fuel tanks, tank trucks, feed trucks and fuel trucks. Mirror Bright is a non-etching cleaner and brightener that with
continued use maintains the appearance of polished aluminum surfaces. Does not turn the aluminum surface “white, satin, or
dull” like Aluminum Brighteners will. Does not contain hydrofluoric acid, ammonium bifloride, hydrochloric or sulfuric acid. It may
be used in hot or cold water systems with either low or high-pressure spray. We find that it works best when used in our Two-
Step Systems along wtih our 4425 Super Clean Truck Wash. It may be used on most surfaces not harmed by water.

Sta Brite Aluminum Brightener is a non-hydrofluoric (HF) acid brightener designed for use on polished aluminum tanks and trailer
stock. Completely safe on glass, non-dulling, and will not “milk” mirror-polished aluminum surfaces. Advantages: Highly
concontrated for economical use. Free-rinsing and non-streaking. Safe on environment. Safe for personnel. 

Concrete Remover is a powerful extra heavy-duty concrete remover designed for thorough removal of concrete (less than 1/16"
thick) from most ferrous metals. It is intended for use on ready mix trucks, concrete mixers, concrete forms and other equipment
where concrete accumulation occur. Concrete Remover is inhibited to protect the metal substrate, works fast, is economical and
is harmless to good paint. 

Concrete Truck Wash is a blended acidic detergent for daily washing concrete truck fenders, slides, drum and wheel wells on
concrete carriers.  Removes concrete film and residue while providing excellent detergency to quickly clean away stubborn soils,
oil, grease and grime.  May be brushed or sprayed and hosed off with manual or high-pressure water.  Does not contain muriatic
acid.  Works well in brick and masonry cleanup.  
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Cleaning Products
CAR & TRUCK & VEHICLE CLEANERS

Suds Hand Car & Truck Wash Dilutes up to 200 to1 for Hand washing vehicles. Suds is Excellent for use in New Car and Used
Car Dealers for producing the ultimate car wash. Suds is a High foaming, 100% Biodegradable, synthetic detergent that will not
harm any surface compatible with water. Suds is safe for the user and safe for the surface being cleaned.   Great on Mirrors,
glass, polished and anodized aluminum. 

Suds
4102

CAR WASH PRODUCTS
Foaming Car wash is a high foaming, high lubricity, highly concentrated car wash designed for both bay wand and foam brush.
Pleasantly scented with superior detergency.  Foaming Car Wash quickly, efficiently and economically gets the job done without
harm to automobile finishes.   100% Biodegradable and free rinsing. Designed to remove oil, grease, dirt, and over the road film
from vehicles in Coin Op and both Brush and Brushless Car Wash Systems.

Foaming Degreaser is specially designed to clean tires, wheels, frames, undercarriages, engine compartments, and wheel wells
of oil, grease, dirt and grime from over the road vehicles in Coin-Op, Brush and Brushless Car Wash Systems.  Biodegradable,
safe, fast, efficient, economical and easy to use.  This product works and works well.  Highly concentrated and free rinsing.  Thick
foam.  
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Panther Vehicle Wash is a premium 100% active powdered detergent for removing road film, bugs, and fall out from cars,
trucks, buses, vans, tankers, and all over the road vehicles.  This biodegradable detergent, fortified with emulsifiers, gloss
enhancers and wetting agents is top of the line.  Highly concentrated and designed to work in both hot and cold water high-
pressure washer systems.  Panther is non-caustic, free rinsing, and will not harm vehicle surfaces, polished aluminum, anodized
aluminum, glass, rubber, or painted surfaces.   You will like what you see with Panther Vehicle Wash both in performance and
economy.

Super Clean Truck Wash is a premium detergent fortified with state-of-the-art emulsifiers, gloss enhancers and wetting agents.
Hot or cold, Super Clean Truck Wash is designed to rinse quickly and dry without streaking or spotting the finish, will quickly
disperse road film, bugs and diesel soot without brushing.  Use as a one-step or two-step detergent when cleaning buses, cars,
trucks, trailers, RVs, aluminum or vinyl siding. No need to worry about anodized or polished aluminum here; Super Clean Truck
Wash is non-caustic and is safe on any surface that is not affected by water. Our #1 selling vehicle cleaner.

RFR (Road Film Remover) is a worry-free premium vehicle wash. Designed for use in Two-Step Equipment or hot water systems,
RFR gets the job done even as a stand-alone product. RFR will not hurt any surface that water is safe on. Removes bugs, dirt,
road film, oil and grime accumulated by over-the-road vehicles. RFR is safe on all commercial buses, private carriages, large
cars, and all premium decked-out vehicles.

Truck Wash is a concentrated alkaline cleaner with emulsifiers and grease cutters. When used in Two-Step Systems with #1 or
#1A, Truck Wash will remove road film and bugs without brushing. Used in hot systems, Truck Wash will remove road film and
oily spots with ease. Truck Wash is safe in all cleaning systems, whether using as a one- or two-step application with hot or
cold water. Works very well in hard water.

Grand X is the top-of-the-line detergent for cleaning trucks, trailers, heavy equipment, farm equipment, greasy frame rails,
engines, parts and most all other painted surfaces. Grand X is a one-step alkaline-based detergent fortified wtih the highest
quality surfactants, polymers, emulsifiers and wetting agents in the industry. Use it hot or cold, road film and diesel soot melt
away without brushing when diluted 25:1. Grand X is the product of choice in the two-step cleaning process. This product is
excellent for removing bugs and soil from over the road vehicles.

Power Clean Truck Wash is a concentrated alkaline cleaner fortified with Butyl. This product is ideal for cleaning over the road
trucks and trailers, removing carbon, bugs, road film and leaving a glossy finish to the vehicle. A  favorite with mobile cleaners
ecause of the versatility of a single product ferforming so well on many surface types. It is a power cleaner.
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Power Clean is a concentrated liquid cleaner with alkaline builders, formulated for fast removal of oil, and grease bonded soils.
Power Clean quickly penetrates the most stubborn soils to deliver a fast thorough cleaning.  Power Clean delivers both solvent
and detergent actions, boosted with emulsifiers and wetting agents for deep cleaning most Surfaces not affected by water.
Cleans floors, walls, metal surfaces, forklifts, undercarriages, farm equipment and stainless steel.  Not for use on soft metals or
anodized aluminum. Indicate LF for our Low Foam Auto Scrubber version.

Kwik Clean is a unique solvent made especially to dissolve grease, oil, grime and gunk from metal surfaces, floors, walls, heavy
equipment, forklifts, and general cleaning and degreasing of dumpsters, kitchen areas, kitchen equipment, pipes, drains and
grease traps.  Kwik Clean has a natural citrus base with excellent deodorizing abilities.  It is non-acid, non-caustic and non-cor-
rosive.  Kwik Clean is a clear emulsion and leaves a clean, bright surface without any oily film or residue.  May be used with Hot
or Cold Water Systems, mop, brush spray or by hand.  

Cleaner Degreaser is a heavy duty water based alkaline detergent fortified with solvents and special emulsifiers designed to
quickly cut through grease, oil, hydraulic fluid, and other soils from most surfaces.  May be used in Two Step Machines to pre-
treat frames, engine compartments, frames, fifth wheels and other grease saturated areas. Cleaner Degreaser is a Heavy Duty
Alkaline-Butyl Product and must be used with care.  Soft paint, anodized or polished aluminum will be damaged. 

Concentrated Degreaser is a high-foaming alkaline water-based degreaser designed to rapidly remove grease, fat, blood, and
other by-products of food production. Ideally suited for meat and dairy industries for using Foam High Pressure Spray or Steam
Cleaning. Largo is excellend for cleaning heavy equipment, garbage trucks, dumpsters, interiors of reefers and trailers hauling
chicken or other livestock. Excellent product for use in pork production. Removes stencil ink and marking ink. Uses: May be
used hot or cold, manually, foamed, or through any pressure cleaning system.

Scrub has been formulated and designed especially for use in automatic scrubbing machines. It has the necessary features re-
quired for those who are looking for economy as well as quality. It is surfactant strengthened, thus giving more cleaning power
per gallon. This product does not endanger the wiring of your automatic scrubber and will not clog machine due to excessive
suds. Because of the low sudsing qualities of the concentrate, the machine picks up the cleaning solution easier and quicker.
This product leaves no film and does not require rinsing. Uses: This product is safe to use on resillient flooring, marble, terrazzo
and concrete.

Break A Way Degreaser is a multipurpose water based degreaser designed to penetrate the most tenacious gunk, oil, grease
and grime you might encounter.  Built with the finest penetrating detergents, builders, and chelates, Break A Way goes to work
quickly, ridding any substrate free of its bond.  Break A Way may be used manually, sprayed, wiped, used in dip tank, cold or hot
water pressure washer, steam cleaner, floor scrubber or mop bucket.  Swipe it on, rinse it off.  No oily residue or slippery floor.
Safe, effective and does its job and doesn't complain.

Super HD Detergent is an alkaline cleaner for use in cleaning heavy soil,  grease, and dirt. This product may be used hot or cold
in removing heavy build-up; however, hot water systems enhance the caustic nature of Super Heavy Duty Detergent. Super
Heavy Duty Detergent is ideally suited to clean heavy equipment, garbage trucks, and dumpsters. Exterior cleaning of trailers
where chicken fat, diesel soot, and oils accumulate are easily cleaned. Used hot, this product will dissolve and emulsify fats and
grease. Cold pre-wash solutions may be used safely on painted trailers for complete removal of stubborn soils.

Hood Cleaner is specially formulated for use in the Food Service and Restaurant Industries. Hood Cleaner does only one thing:
Makes a normal laborious chore simple, easy and efficient.  Hood Cleaner does not contain Caustic Soda, Butyl Solvent, or
create foam.  It simply dissolves grease.  Works best when diluted with equal parts of very hot water and sprayed on surfaces
to be degreased (Stainless surfaces only). Avoid bodily contact. This product is aggressive and will damage organic matter, soft
metals like aluminum and of course polished or anodized aluminum.

Foaming Cleaning Degreaser is specially designed to clean tires, wheels, frames, undercarriages, engine compartments, and
wheel wells of oil, grease, dirt and grime from over the road vehicles in Coin-Op, Brush and Brushless Car Wash Systems.
Biodegradable, safe, fast, efficient, economical and easy to use.  This product works and works well.  Highly concentrated and
free rinsing.  Thick foam.  
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Cleaning Products
SOLVENT-BASED PRODUCTS

Body Solvent is a safe easy to use cosmoline, tar, and asphalt remover for automobiles, trucks, vans, buses, and other painted
surfaces.  Will not harm paint. Simple and easy to use without harmful odors.  Simply wipe on and wipe off.  Large areas may
be sprayed then washed with a pressure washer using cold or warm water.  Do not use very hot water to rinse.  Rinses complete
without oily residue.  May be used as an engine degreaser for automobile, boats, motorcycles and ATV's. 
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INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
Our Ultimate Hand Cleaner must be tried. Easily cleans the most greasy hands, yet leaves them not only clean, but soft and
feeling food. Available in 4x1 gallon cases with a dispenser in each case. For deeper, quicker cleaning, add Grit to your order.
Grit can be combined with Ultimate Hand Cleaner to expedite the cleaning process and remove dead skin and grind down calluses
as it deep cleans.
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Super Take Off Tar and Asphalt Remover is made from nature’s own solvents to quickly and safely remove tar and asphalt on
trucks, paving equipment, frames, distributors, panels, roofing loaders, kettles and heavy equipment. Super Take Off is an excellent
bed coating for asphalt haulers.  Super Take off is applied as is, undiluted, by sprayer allowed to penetrate, then washed with Hot
Steam or High Pressure Hot Water.  Does not contain petroleum products or hydrocarbon solvents. Super Take Off is non-toxic,
biodegradable and non-corrosive.

LCS Solvent Degreaser is to be mixed with other solvents like Mineral Spirits, Kerosene, Diesel, or Stoddard Solvent.  This
emulsifying degreaser may then be applied to engines, frames, distributors, engine compartments, or other heavy contamination
of grease or grease-laden items.  Allow the degreaser to soak into the gunk, and then wash with Hot Steam or Hot High Pressure
Water.  Also work well in removing heavy deposits of tar and asphalt from paving equipment. LCS Solvent Degreaser is a petroleum
based solvent degreaser.  

Extreme Clean Hand Wash easily removes grease, dirt, grime and adhesive residue from hans without drying your
skin. It has a pleasant, mild almond fragrance, leaving hands clean and fresh. Available in 4 x 1 gal case with
dispenser in each case. For deeper, quicker cleaning, add grit to your order. Grit can be combined with Extreme
Clean Hand Wash to expedite the cleaning process and remove dead skin as well as grinding down calluses as it
deep cleans.

LCS - 280 Tire Cleaner is a liquid tire cleaner with special gloss enhancers that will make even the oldest tires look
new again. Apply directly to the surface and allow to air dry. Tires will look new with only one application.

Kool Kut is a combination of lubricants, dispersants, corrosion inhibitors, emulsifiers, and wetting agents designed
to provide lower cutting tool temperatures by transferring heat to the coolant solution. Kool Kut will not smoke or
burn, therefore it will not break down at higher temperatures as do conventional lubricants. Kool Kut is mild to hands
and is non-staining. Kool Kut has strong wetting agents built in to deliver the coolant directly to the tip of the cutting
tool and its surface tension strength is unmatched on its ability to transfer thermal energy from parts and tools to
solution. As a result, parts come off cool to the touch and without slippery film.

Odor B-Gone is a liquid, multi-purpose, water-soluble malodor counteracting chemical that employs the latest
technological concepts in the control of malodors. It effectively counteracts and cancels a broad spectrum of
disagreeable odors without using or leaving any overpowering cover-up perfumes behind. Odor B-Gone is different;
the scent is milder than the current mask-type products on the market and actually inhibits the re-occurrences of
most malodors. Odor B-Gone can be added to any cleaning solution 10/1 ratio for complete elimination of odors.
Odor B-Gone is the perfect product for use in nursing homes, hospitals, hotels, bathrooms, restaurants, veterinary
clinics, schools and theatres.

Dust Down Dust Control is a chemically induced dust control agent designed to trap and hold dust at floor level.
Dust Down is iconically charged to neutralize the static electricity found in dust particles. Use in warehouses,
manufacturing plants, garages, parking lots, driveways, parts houses and sawmills.

Rust/Corrosion Inhibitor protects plated metals, ferrous and non-ferrous metals during processing and production. RCI is a
protective coating that will provide a continuous film of long-term corrosion prevention under indoor as well as outdoor conditions.
It will adhere to metal surfaces without cracking or chipping even under extreme humidity and temperatures. The use of RCI will
eliminate costly replacement or reworking of parts due to rust and corrosion and it prevents the staining of stacked metals during
inside storage. RCI employs a thin non-drying film to seal out moisture on tools, jigs, instruments, precision machined surfaces,
raw stock, and other metals during production and storage.



The Grand-X kit is a stand alone pre-painted panel and tractor cleaner for over the road trucks. Similar to our 4421 Panel Bright,
but much easier for the user to mix. May be used in a double mixture (50 to 1) for extreme cleaning. The Number 1 product for
use as a #2 in cleaning panels of rolling stock with our Two Step System. This product ships in 2 5gal pail Part A and a 2 gal con-
tainer Part B. 2 Drum Kit (2 ea 5 gal Part A & 2 Gal Part B)

This Road Film Remover (RFR) is a premium vehicle wash with built in shine that is “worry free.” No fear of damaging Tractors,
Buses, Large Cars and other over the road vehicles. Removes bugs, road film, oil and grime accumulated by over the road ve-
hicles. Leaves vehicles shiny. Excellent #2 product for our Two Step Machines and works great as a stand alone vehicle wash
in Hot Water Systems as well. 2 Drum Kit (2ea 5gal Part A & 2gal Part B)

A butyl Solvent cleaner/degreaser for detailing and general degreasing of floors, walls, vinyl, white walls, grease and grime. Use
in hot or cold pressure cleaning systems, pump up sprayers, down steam injectors or low-pressure pumps. May be used up to
25 to 1 for general use. You are gonna love the way this product works! 1  Drum Kit (5gal part A &  5gal Part B)

Use Super Heavy Duty Detergent Kit to dissolve grease, fat, blood, diesel smoke, carbon, and other heavy build ups. This product
is ideally suited to clean heavy equipment, garbage trucks, dumpsters, drive pads, restaurant vent a hoods, and other stubborn
soils. It is the preferred cleaner for FRG Trailers and removing diesel soot from the upper sides of pre-painted trailers. It is a very
alkaline detergent and will do a number on anodized, polished aluminum, soft metals and poor paint, so don’t use it if you are
not sure whether the surface is compatible. Dilute up to 40 to 1. 1 Drum Kit (2 ea 5gal Part A &  2gal Part B)

Our Car & Truck Wash Kit is a thick, high suds hand car and truck wash. Leaves surfaces squeaky clean and spotless. Easily
removes the stubborn soils and grime from vehicles without fear of damage to any vehicle parts that water would not damage.
1 Drum Kit (6gal Part A & 1gal Part B)
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SUPER CONCENTRATE KITS - Liquid

Road film, bugs, dirt, grime, fallout and all road contamination run from our Sparkle Bright Vehicle Wash. Easily mixes, no residue,
will nto damage any surface not harmed by water. Vehicle surfaces not only come clean, but appear renewed with a shiny surface
that you will certainly be pleased with. 1 Drum Kit (1 ea 6gal container with zip off top)

SUPER CONCENTRATE KITS - Powder

SUPER CONCENTRATE COMBO KITS - Liquid and Powder
Panel Bright is and has been a favorite product for cleaning painted trailers and tractors on over the road trucks. Used in Auto-
matics, brush systems, and hand held systems. Consists of Part A: 1 ea 5gal container of brown powder mix with zip top lid for
easy access; Part B: 1 ea 5gal container with 3 1/2 gallon of liquid with easy pour spout; and Part C: 1 ea 2 gal ((16 lbs) of white
powder with zip off top lid. Also available in 5 and 25 drum packs.

An ideal product to safely clean Tractor Cabs and all trailers, and frames. Completely safe on all surfaces not harmed by water.
CNA Kits consist of Part A: 1 ea 5gal container with an aqua colored powder with zip off lid; Part B: 2 ea 5gal containers of an
amber liquid.

ACID SUPER CONCENTRATES
#1 Concentrate is a 5 drum Kit of Two Step #1 Solution.

#1A Concentrate is a 5 drum Kit of Two Step #1A Solution that does not contain HF.
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